The spin-Peierls transition in the onedimensional, s= 1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with nearest neighbor interactions was investigated by Pytte 1 ' and is recently observed in TTFCuS4 (CF 3) 4 • 2 ' In 1-D, s= 1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with nearest and next-nearest neighbor interactions the spin-Peierls transition appears in the Hartree-Fock approximation. When the nearest and next-nearest neighbor exchange constants make the energy of the spin wave negative, 3 ' ferromagnetic chains have also the spinPeierls transitions.
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The spin-phonon coupling effectively causes the alternating of part of the exchange interaction. This causes the change of the phase diagram of the Heisenberg chain. One of the most interesting aspects of the spin-Peierls transition is the spin arrangement in dimerized states. The aim of this paper is to investigate the properties of the ground state of linear classical spin chain with nearest and next-nearest neighbor interactions and spin-lattice interactions.
We consider the following Hamiltonian: (1) where the spin Hamiltonian H, is given by
The longitudinal vibrations of the chain are described by (h=1) (3) where bq + and bq are the usual phonon creation and annihilation operators. The spin-lattice interaction is described by
where J1 =417 
Now we adopt the classical spin approximation in order to study the spin configuration. From Eq. (5), we have the ground state energy per spin e:
where ¢-(}=1JI" is the angle between the spins at sites 2l-1 and 2l, ¢+(}=@ the angle between the spins at sites 2l and 2l+1 and we assume Os;.¢s;.n; and -7t/2 :s;,(}:s;,n;j2.
The lattice distortion and the spin configuration of the ground state are to be determined by the minimization of the energy.
Putting 8ej8(} = ae/8¢= 8e/8t1 =0, we have 
From Eqs. (7)'"'"' (9), we obtain the following solutions: 
This state is possible only if lal<lol.
(5) sin¢= 4 Va 2 J\1-o)=:=x, cosfJ =aV1-x" fx2 and (J,J) 2 =Jo2 (x4 -a2 +azx") / azx". This solution gives the dimerized helical structure and the energy is given by
This state is possible only if o>O and a 2 <1-o or o<O and o 2 /1-o<a"<1-/J.
The spin configuration corresponding to each solution is shown in Fig. 1 . From Eqs. (10)'"'"' (15), we get the ground state. The dependence of the ground state on J 0 and J 2 are illustrated in Fig. 2 ). Figure 2 shows that the dimerized helical structure cannot become the ground state.
Niemeijer showed that the helical structure of classical spin chain is reflected in the correlation functions (S0'Sz') of the quantum mechanical model. 3 ' Thus we may conclude that these properties obtained here in classical spin system are expected to occur in the quantum spin system.
